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Groundbreaking for new rec cenJteE^begm this month
A gymnasium is on the
m e rs’
under
w a te r
by John Stanton
third level. The area, about
On May 14, 1984, Presi movements. In addition to
dent Warch announced that the pool, the first floor will the size of two intramural
basketball courts, will be
the Board of Trustees had house b o th m e n ’s and
authorized the construction women’s locker rooms each outfitted for basketball,
volleyball, tennis, and badof a $5.1 million recreation equipped with saunas.
center on the Lawrence cam
pus.
The site of the proposed
multi-level structure is on
the Fox River, behind Samp
son House. The facility will
be built into the river bank.
The exterior impression of
the building was an impor
tant part of the planning
process. The design com
plements the site and the
w indow s h ig h lig h t the
b u ild in g ’s southern ex
po sure , e n h a n c in g the
center’s energy efficiency.
Central to the recreation
Na, Na, Na, Na, Goodbyel
facility and a main reason
The main entrance to the minton. Open to the gym
for its construction is a com
petition size swimming pool building will be on the se nasium and constituting the
and separate diving pool cond floor (on the northern fourth level is an elevated
located on the first floor. side), close to where the running track. The track will
Swimmers have complained Sampson House garage now be about eight laps to the
that the present facility is stands. Beyond a small lob mile and marked with four
obsolete with only five lanes by, students will find a lanes, although it is not in
as opposed to the standard weight room equipped with tended for varsity use.
One of the biggest advan
six lanes. They also find the Nautilus, a multipurpose
present diving apparatus in room that can be used for tages of the facility, as
adequate for use in competi dance or aerobics, two con G regory F a h lu n d , Vice
ference/classrooms and ad President for External A f
tion.
A sublevel to the first ministrative offices. A t a fairs pointed out, “ will be its
floor will feature an obser slightly lower level, there proximity to the student
vatory station that will will be four racquetball u n io n , c la ssro o m s a n d
allow coaches to view swim courts.

dorms.” He added, “The
whole purpose is to provide
an easy and obvious integra
tion between academic and
non-academic life. Recrea
tion is increasingly a part of
the Lawrence experience.”
Another reason for the
construction of the facility is
to enhance the marketabili
ty of the school. Fahlund
n o te d ,
“ P ro s p e c tiv e
students are expecting good
a c c e s s ib le r e c re a tio n a l
facilities. To compete, we
have to meet that expecta
tion.”
There is yet another more
indirect purpose for the con
struction of the facility.
Along with the recreation
center it was also announced
that the Alexander Gym 
nasium would be renovated
in the coming years. Michael
Stewart, Vice President for
Business Affairs, explained
that the recreation center
w ill
p r o v id e
a th le t ic
facilities during the renova
tion of Alexander G ym 
nasium. The administration
felt that although much of
the equipment and facilities
in the gymnasium were ob
solete, the condition did not
warrant razing the struc
ture. As Stewart said, “ You

just can’t replace a building
of that size and style with
today’s costs. Basically that
shell of the building is still in
great shape.” He explained
that the renovations would
include removing the pool
completely, laying a new
floor in the gym, and install
ing a new heating and ven
tilation system as well as a
new roof. Stewart also noted
that the renovations would
most likely occur incremen
tally, with scheduling depen
dent on the availability of
funding.
Funding for the recreation
center has been obtained
through a ten million dollar
loan of low interest, in
dustrial revenue bonds sup
ported through gifts to the
University. Stewart said
th a t the adm inistration
decided to borrow the money
rather than wait and raise
the money because of the
high costs and the need for
the facility.
G roundbreaking is ex
pected to be in June, most
likely during the alumni
weekend. A scale model and
drawings of the center are on
display in the union lobby.
The recreation center is set
to be completed by January,
1986.

Will criticizes American Hovell wins prize
“ infantilism

By John Landis
According to syndicated
columnist George Will, the
budget deficit is a result of
insufficient taxing, middle
class entitlements, and poor
leadership in the W hite
House. S p e a k in g at a
Lawrence University con
vocation on May 15, W ill
criticized Democrats and
Republicans for their inabili
ty to decrease the imbalance
between spending and taxes.
Will, a well known conser
vative, suggested that many
of the government’s pro
blems date back to the foun
ding of the country, par
tic u la r ly the do ctrin es
esp o use d
by
Jam e s
Madison. Madison believed
that since a democracy was
subject to a majority, and
thus to tyranny, the republic
should be divided into as
many factions as possible to
protect different and “ une
qual rights.” W ill believes
that these factions have ex
ploited their rights and have
become too self-interested.
Madison’s original doctrine
of natural right has been
distorted beyond recogni
tion, and the government
has become a “ commercial
republic” serving the needs
of private groups.

Will began his address, en
t it le d
A V ie w
F ro m
W ash ingto n, w ith some
harsh words for Ronald
R e a g a n ’s a d m in is tra tio n
and the middle class. W ill
feels that Reagan’s first
term in office has taught the
country three im portant
lessons: 1) Americans are
not as conservative as they
say they are 2) The middle
class is, by far, the biggest
beneficiary of big govern
ment 3) Reagan’s govern
ment is more expensive than
any in history. W ill attaches
more importance to the lat
ter two. He proposes that
the driving force behind the
budget deficit is programs
for the middle class which
began after- the second
World War. According to
Will, the idea of civil rights
has become the idea, in the
minds of the middle class, of
economic entitlements. The
middle class, notes Will, "is
careless about costs” and
the government is “ trying to
use yesterday’s politics for
today’s demographics.” W ill
uses the tax and spending
cuts of 1981 as an example.
Most of the spending and
tax cuts came from low in
come entitlements. Instead
of cutting student loans, for

example, the government
foundj)ther programs to cut.
W ill believes that the lack of
cuts in middle class en
titlements is a case of the
government attempting to
deal with a new problem (the
deficit) in an old manner.
W ill poin ts out th a t
Reagan’s republican govern
ment is more expensive
because “liberal is the law.”
Reagan wants to preserve
and enrich “95% to 98% of
the W elfare state. H is
domestic spending, combin
ed with military spending
and the interest on the na
tional debt, has created
enormous imbalance in spen
ding and taxing.
W ill believes the situation
would be no different if the
Democrats were in office.
They also believe in the
enrichment of the Welfare
state, evidenced by the fact
they aren’t saying anything
about it in the election camp a ig n s .
F u r th e r m o r e ,
Walter Mondale’s defense
budget
d iffe r s
fro m
R e a g a n ’ s by a s m a ll
amount.
W ill believes the fun
damental problem of the na
tional debt, which could
reach 1 trillion dollars in five
y e a rs ,
is
one
of

Senior E n g lis h m ajor
Laurie Hovell has been nam
ed winner of the Twelfth An
nual Nick Adams Short
Story Contest. She is the
first Lawrentian to receive
this recognition.
Hovell’s winning entry,
entitled “ Solo”, tells of the
fru s tra tio n felt by an
American jazz musician liv
ing in Munich as he tries to
help a free-spirited, young
American traveller upon her
arrival in Germany.
“ Solo” was selected out of
34 stories submitted by
students from ACM col
leges. Professors Tom Garst
of Cornell College and Alvin
Greenberg of Macalester
College served as initial
readers, selecting the five
finalists. The final reader

“ in fa n tilism .” Americans
and their government have
willed the ends (entitlements
and a balanced budget)
without willing the means.
While military spending and
interest are a contributor to
the debt, the biggest con
tributor are the middle class
e ntitlem ents. A m ericans
have been unable to “control
their appetites” and the
government absolutely will
not touch their privileges.
W ill believes, therefore,
that the budget problem is

was R.V. Cassill, Professor
Em eritus of English at
B row n U n iv e rs ity and
author of Doctor Cobb’s
Game, The Goss Women,
and o th e r b e st- se lling
novels.
In cho osing H o v e ll’s
story, Professor Cassill
wrote, “ ‘Solo ...seemed to
me the most completely
fulfilled (of the stories) in
terms of the chosen subject
and for its genuinely moving
poignance.”
The Nick Adams Story
Contest has been held an
nually since 1973. The con
test carries with it a first
prize award of $1000 made
possible through a generous
gift from an anonymous
donor to the Associated Col
leges of the Midwest.

not a problem of intellectual
thought; it is a problem of
political will. Over the past
fifteen to twenty years the
presidency has become
weaker. W ill cites society
programs which offer more
than they can deliver, Viet
nam, and Watergate as ma
jor reasons for the decline in
Presidential strength. He
p o in ts o u t t h a t w hile
Reagan was a much stronger
President in 1981 than
Carter was in 1979, the

continued onpage2
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view from tlie

Letters
Dear Editor,
I would like to protest the
publication of my interview
with Park Drescher which
appeared in the May 4, 1984
edition of the Lawrentian.
That interview was given
under the assumption that it
would be part of an article
on the sources of discontent
among all of Lawrence’s
junior faculty. Admittedly, I
was informed the night prior
to publication that an article
solely devoted to my inter
view would be published,
but I was under the impres
sion that it was to be a sidenote to the major article
under question. I resent the
presentation of myself as
the LU malcontent, the
points presented out of con
te x t,
and
the
f in a l
editorializin g about the
quality of my department.

While I do not deny that I
(and I might add, other
members of the junior facul
ty) have certain gripes about
Lawrence, I would also like
to point out that I have had
several w on d e rful co l
leagues, students, and good
experiences at Lawrence. I
am grateful for the five
years that I have been a part
of LU.
ILL E N E N OPPE
To
m em bers
of
the
Lawrence adm inistration,
faculty, and senior class:
I apologize for my disrup
tive actions which occurred
during the senior class din
ner. I was sickened to hear
about them. Although I can
not match the efforts of

those who took the trouble
to inform me and to express
their concern about this
matter and those of the past,
I will do my utmost to see
that these matters do not
happen again. I thank these
people for their help.
Sincerely,
JA M E S O L S K I
To all my friends, new and
old, at Lawrence:
This is just to say that
your warmth and kindness,
your hard work, devotion to
our art, have made my
week-long on value, short
on time—and I thank you
all. It will remain with me,
much more than just a
memory.
- W A R R E N BEN SO N

Editor’s Note: The Lawrentian stands behind the story and
its reporters.

continued, from page 1

The Normandy beaches of France are quiet now. Gray
sand stretches from the Bay of the Seine a mile inland. In
other places the waves crash against 100 foot cliffs. The on
ly sounds are the surf, the seagulls and the children playing
near the water. In springtime, flowers bloom where the sand
ends and land begins. On a clear day the blue sky and warm
breezes betray what happened here 40 years ago when
150,000 men came from England to rescue a whole conti
nent taken from its rightful owners. The only reminders of
that fateful day, June 6, 1944, are the cemetaries overlook
ing the beaches. Here and there a monument stands, out of
place, in a farmer’s field.
On a foggy, rainy day, however, the beaches become
eerie. Sky and sand take on the same dull color and the sea
turns black. The beaches appear almost exactly as they do
in a Robert Capa photography of the landings. Forty years
ago battleships bombarded German positions, landing craft
opened their jaws for men to climb out into the water and
wade ashore. The beach exploded with machine gun fire and
shell bursts. The sight must have been spectacular, the
noise deafening. The carnage was surley horrific. B ut even
standing on the beaches today it is impossible, for someone
who was not there, to imagine what the landings were really
like. Most of us have not even seen a battleship.
Imagining the heroism of this monumentally unselfish
act is also impossible. Like the ghosts of the men and the
ships in the Normandy mist, heroism has become a spectre,
difficult to define. Vietnam, and now Lebanon, have made
us question commitment and sacrifice. We have become
cynical toward many of tfiose who sacrifice themselves for
others, no matter what the cause.
But the memory of D-Day remains. It is a beacon of
heroism which shines in the cloudy, if not dark, 40 years
since 1944. W hat these men, most of them our age, did must
never be forgotten. Their actions can never be honored or
praised enough. They must never be distorted by events
which have happened since. D-Day is far away, but the ex
ample of what men can do for each other should remain near
to us.

W ill’s view of America
Reagan administration has
contributed to the weaken
ing of the presidency by “ ac
ting like Calvin Coolidge at
home and Teddy Roosevelt
abroad.’’ According to Will,
you can’t have it both ways.
Furthermore, Reagan and
the democrats have shared
in the degradation of the
Democratic dogma by be
ing too responsive to the
desires of the American peo
ple. Leadership, says Will,
implies curbing the ap
petites of the followers. By
catering to the desires of fac
tions in America, Democrats
and Republicans have bent
public power to private pur
poses, leaving the govern
ment unable to lead and the
appetites of groups un
satiated.
W ill traces the budget pro
blem all the way back to
Madison. Madison’s idea of
natural right (originally pro
tecting separate group’s and
individual’s rights to proper
ty) has been blown out of
proportion. Americans are
unable to control their ap
petites because Madison’s
doctrine tells them they
don’t have to. The modern
id e a of e m a n c ip a tin g
Am ericans’ appetites by
clever incentives has led to a
public government appeas-

ing provate desires.
The solution to the budget
problem is not easy, Will
contends. America needs a
new realism and a better
rhetoric, for “95% of politics
is talk.” W ill feels the
government must declare
the doctrine of exceptionalism dead. The govern
ment can no longer use
economic growth to solve

\ wm

W illing the ends.
the problems of economic
justice because the economy
has been in a decline.
Therefore, the government
must not be afraid to try
new, higher taxes, even
though Americans will be
unhappy with them. Will
believes that by raising
p u b lic
u n d e r s ta n d in g

Americans can learn to
control their appetites. He
a s s e rts th e A m e r ic a n
system is working and that
“it is within our capacity to
solve these problems.’’
W ill’s expertise in politics
comes from many years of
study and experience. He
was educated at Trinity Col
lege, Oxford University, and
Princeton. He has taught
p o litic a l p h ilo s o p h y at
Michigan State and the
University of Toronto. He
has served on the staff of
Senator Gordon A llott and,
from 1973 to 1975, he was
editor of National Review
magazine. His syndicated
column appears in over 400
newspapers, he is a con
t r ib u t in g
e d ito r
for
Newsweek, and he appears
each week on “ This Week
W ith David Brinkley” . He
was awarded the Pulitzer
Prize in 1977 for commen
tary and he has had three
books published: The ‘P u r
suit of Happiness and Other
Sobering Thoughts, The
Pursuit of Virture and Other
T ory
N o tio n s ,
and
Statecraft as Soulcraft.
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Tete-a-tete with Tex: H. Nietzchean sort of man

By Jon VandenHeuvel
I strolled into the Viking
Room ten minutes late for a
ten o’clock tete-a-tete with
Gregg Meyer, Tex to the
many who know of him only
though Viking lore. A grave
look in his azure eyes, the
punctual Tex arose from a
table of four and ushered me
to a side booth where a pit
cher o f S t r o h ’s re st,
awaiting consumption. Tex,
in an earnest German sort of
way, made clear that we
could forgo the triv ia l
banter concerning the Vik
ing Room’s choice of music
that particular evening or
the gleeful y o ung D G
pledges s p o rtin g w hite
navy caps. I had asked Tex
to talk about himself and
that was exactly what he in
tended to do. The Stroh’s
already making itself scarce,
I embarked on a journey in
to the mind and past of this
Coloradan lone star, Gregg
Meyer.
Using vivid verbal im
agery, Tex recounted an
e n g r o s s in g ta le w hich
enveloped me like a thick fog
swallows the rays of a
flashlight. Tex, hiking alone
one evening a couple years
ago near the North Devon
coast, found himself com
pletely lost as the night fell.
The deep nig ht of the
Moorlands, home of the
Hounds of Baskervilles, land
of werewolves, bid our
wanderer to spend the night
upon a desolate knoll. As
temperatures dipped below
freezing, the Spartan-like
Tex slumbered. The next
morning, Tex related, he
stumbled upon a 17th cen
tury English village, where
the pubs still had dirt floors.
‘‘It was like a step back in
time,” said our adventurer,
‘‘kind of spooky.”
A m an of form idable
stature, with a jaw cut as
strong and square as Marc
A n t o n y ’s, w ith a sunflushed visage and sinewy
forearms, Tex looked every

inch the sort of rugged outdoorsman that pioneered
this country. ‘‘I was heavily
into the boy scouts back in
Colorado. Yeah, I ’m an out
doors person, but not for the
aesthetics of the outdoors. I
do get a rush and a buzz off a
b e a u t if u l
v is ta
or
something, but more than
a n y th in g , I enjoy the
challenge of the outdoors.”
Indeed, my impression of
Tex was that of Nietzschean
sort of man, one who loved
to face challenges and one
who loved to challenge
himself. Tex related to me
one tale of his feverish
freshman year. ‘‘I was drunk
one night in Colman Hall. I
went into the rest room to
splash a little water on my
face and I saw this big, long
lightbulb lying on the tile
above the sink. I started
munching it, and ate the
whole thing. It's really easy,
you know, you can eat
lightbulbs without getting
hurt. I ’ll tell you though, it
looked dramatic as hell.
“ B ut,” added the reformed
Meyer, “ I do not eat
lightbulbs anymore.”
While Tex is staying away
from late night florescent
snacks these days, he in
dulges in that fine art of
chewing tobacco with gusto.
I, known to pack a cheek in
the baseball context myself
asked Tex to talk about his
habit. “ I know I chew more,
Levi Garrett than anybody.
I actually started chewing
to
lose
w e ig h t
for
wrestling.” Chewing tobac
co as a d ie ta r y a id ?
“ Sometime weight a handful
of Redman before you put it
into your mouth, then weigh
your spit a little later. The
spit’ll be a lot heavier.
Sometimes, I needed to lose
a few ounces to weigh in for
wrestling.”
“ Also, I grew up in kind of
a rodeo environment. My
parents own an Arabian
horse.” Tex paused, and the
slightest trace of a smile

curled the corners of his
mouth. He seemed to be
thinking not of the present,
but of the past or future. Hs
gaze seemed to be fixed on a
point five miles distant. His
was a timeless gaze, stern,
melancholy, the gaze that
Sophocles once spread
across the blue waters of the
Aegean, the awed gaze of
oceanic-depths which early
Am erican settlers m ust
have known when facing the
endless plain stretching
w estw a rd . “ Y o u c a n ’t
smoke and rope at the same
time. I go through about
five dollars worth of chew a
day, two packs of Garrett
and two cans of Skoal. I
guess it ’s an oral fixation.
I ’m always chewing, eating
or drinking.”
Tex spoke of an honors
project he worked on concer
ning the emotive response to
music. In order to tap his
subterranean sea of sen
sibility, the monastic Tex
retreated behind the black
doors of the deserted Beta
house, once home of a fecund
culture. “ Music is a big part
of my life. In my honors pro
ject I concentrated on turn
of the century British com
posers, particularly Elgar
and Walton. You should
check out Walton, he really
ellicits emotive response in
me. Mahler is also one of my
favorites.” As a second pit
cher of beer underwent
eclipse, it became apparent
to me that I sat across from
a truly renaissance type of
man.
I asked Tex to talk about
his job at Big Daddy’s
Saloon, where on more than
one occasion, Tex, working
w ith
D o n , t h a t d e ft
Quasimodo of beer servers,
has had to take the strongarm role of the duo. He
related one particular night
w hen he re s o rte d to
ph y sic a lity to m a in ta in
order among a group of
avenue-delirious Delts. “ I
think my aggression toward

And the Head Residents are..
The Residence Life staff
members for the 1984-85
academic year have been
selected
Two L.U. graduates of the
Class of ’84 will be joining
the staff as Head Residents.
Katy Schwartz has been
selected as the Head Resi
dent of Plantz Hall. Katy is
a native of Chevy Chase,
Maryland and has majored
in Sociology during her four
years at Lawrence. Many
Lawrentians have come to
know Katy as a counselor in
Ormsby Hall, as Vice Presi
dent of the Delta Gamma
Sorority or through her in
volvement on the Student
Alum ni Relations Commit
tee. Katy will devote onehalf of her professional
energy to the Alumni Office
as Assistant to the Director
of Alumni Relations.
Robin Beauchamp will be
the Head Resident of Sage
Hall. Robin will graduate
with a Bachelor of Music
Education degree. His ex
periences as a H ead

C ounselor and as the
manager of the Viking Room
will be of benefit to Robin as
he assumes his new respon
sibilities. In addition to his
work in Sage Hall, Robin
will be actively involved in
the production of Summer
Song, an original musical.
Greg and Laura Griffin,
former Head Residents in
Trever Hall will be returning
to Law rence as Head
Residents in Colman Hall.
Greg will be coordinating
the intramural and recrea
tional programs as well as
fu lfilling Head Resident
responsibilities. During the
past year, Greg and Laura
have been hall directors for
the University of Bridgeport
in Bridgeport, Connecticut.
Returning staff members
will fill the remaining four
buildings. Andrew and Tina
McNeill will return as the
Head Residents of Brokaw
H a ll. T ina is a 1978
graduate of the University
of Connecticut who holds a
B.A. degree in Sociology.

the crowd was justified. I
have to get on L.U. students
once in a while, townies too.
But you have to understand,
most regulars come for only
thre e or fo u r beers.
Lawrence students show up
once or twice a week and
just get blasted. They con
tinually put on ‘New York,
New York’ by Frank Sinatra
and try to dance to it. You
can get sick and tired of it.”
However, with existential
introspection, Tex declared
that he himself got drunk a
lot. “ I think it ’s escapism,
but, taken the right way,
escapism can be alright. We
all need to escape once in a
while. Catharsis, yes, cathar
sis, isn’t that the Greek
word for cleansing? I like
Wisconsin bars anyway.
Wisconsin is a social state. I
grew up in the wild West.
Sure it ’s a stereotype, but

Two in math resign
Assistant Professors of
M a th e m a tic s
M ic h a e l
B r id g la n d a n d D a v id
Kramer have resigned from
Lawrence.
Mr. Bridgland has ac
cepted a position with the
M IT R E Corporation in Bed
ford, M A where he will con
duct
re se a rch
in
mathematics. He resigned
on May 11, 1984.
Mr. Kramer, who also
resigned last month, will be

25* Personals
LOVE TO THE G REM LIN .
l iA P P Y B E L A T E D BIRTHDAY PATTY!
YourRoomate
A T T E N T IO N , all freshmen
men...er, boys, who my roomate
and I attempted to date—Grow

Up-.________________________
LN, W hat’s the name of that
song by the E ng lish Beat?
Something about a bathroom...
AME
YES, YOU SA ID IT! “Lawrence
is like a glorified high school when
it comes to relationships!!! and I
can’t stand sticky hands!”
—K from A A T

% ~TO
my
ro o m m a te .
LTS—I t ’s been some first year at
Lawrence, hasn’t it? We made it
During the past year she has through the finals and the fears,
worked to gain her teaching the troubles and the tears. How
c e r tific a tio n
here a t many hours did we spend in the
Lawrence and plans to com VR? In Good Co.? Hung over? I ’ve
heard that the floor is dedicating
bine her teaching skills with the first stall to us...Have a super
her background in social summer in your LT.
Lou«, BCP

work to benefit students.
Andrew is a Lawrence
graduate who will continue
his full-time position in the
Admission Office.
L in d a A m b u rg y w ill
assume the role of Head
Resident in Kohler Hall
along with responsibilities
in the Union. During the
past year she has been very
active in NACA, the Na
tional Association for Cam
pus Activities, and has
helped to bring a variety of
artists to the campus.
Ronda Koch will return as
the Head Resident of Orm
sby Hall.
Guy Gerbick will return to
Trever Hall and will assume
ancillary assignments as the
Coordinator for Residence
Life Programming.

people are constantly trying
to
liv e up
to
th e ir
stereotype,’’ Tex said with
extraordinary penetration of
mind. “ Colorado bars are
tougher.”
Conversation meandered
into more abstract areas.
Tex grappled with such no
tions as power and hierar
chy. He spoke with Socratic
repose, devoid of selfdeception. “ I love power,
but not to the extent that
I ’m willing to work at it. The
headaches override the
payoffs. Would I be presi
dent if I could? No way.”
I arose from that Viking
Room revivified as though
stepping out of a cold
shower. Tex had disap
peared, and I was left alone,
clinging to his words, asking
myself, just who is this regal
fellow, Gregg Meyer?

Announcements
Yes, you can still order a
1984 A R IE L for $16.00.
From now until Wednesday,
June 6th, orders will be
taken for the A R IE L in the
Business Office and at the
information desk in the
union. Seniors’ A R IE L ’S
will be mailed in the Fall.
For greater convenience,
freshmen, sophomores and
juniors may charge their
1984 A R IE L to their second
term billing for 1984-85
academic year.
If you have any questions
about your A R IEL, contact
Tia Adkins at extension
6897.
The $16.00 that you invest
in an A R IE L today will
mature into memories that
pay dividends for a lifetime.

going to Smith College in
Northampton, MA. His pos
tion at Smith will be similar
to the one he has held this
year at Lawrence. Mr.
Kramer stresses that he is
leaving Lawrence for per
sonal reasons. “ I cannot im
agine a better place to teach
than Lawrence. I will con
sider myself lucky if I ever
have it so good again,” he
said.

CO M ING SOON: Bertie the Bear
Goes to London. Bertie the Bear
Hits L.A.
A N D R E A —H e re ’s to the
Leprachan...P.D....B.Q....Al Jar*
reau.
From, P A J
What doesn't fit:
a) California
b> Tom Otten
c) Coz Babe
d) Fun Tops
e) velour
TO M.T. AND EL-H ere’s to
total dependency...!
RELAX, E.B.—Merely a career
option. The modestly happening at
mosphere, the devil-may-care
weather, the generally career-like
milieu. Don’t get all het up. All I
got on my mind is an office with a
view.
MAR, You will not remain in
Chicago! The very thought is
detrimental to your personal
development, i.e., it is stupid,
dumb, and for the wrong reason
(who shall remain nameless). I will
see you in Minneapolis directly
following graduation. Just look at
it this way, if you get to Mpls.
before the post commencement
rush, we might be able to find a
house complete with a white picket
fence. Now, doesn’t that sound ap
pealing?
EL
TO M Y FAVORITE MASTERS
of precipitation, dancers extraor
dinaire, friends, pranksters,
soloflexers, Time Warpers, door
decorators, and dolers out of big
hugs: I (and your parents) hope
that I haven’t influenced you too
much. Heaven forbid that you
should begin to favor the Talking
Heads, horrendous puns, indentical
psychedelic posters, a Southern ac
cent, or Assassin paranoia. You’re
fa n ta s tic in d iv id u a ls and a
marvelous group; you’ve brighten
ed my year and I shall miss you
greatly. I wish you a fun and relax
ing summer, including scope on a
rope. If you don’t drop by to visit
me next year, I ’ll be forced to
remove your esophagus with a
lawnmower. Lots of love,
Your Role Model
Iat opposed to your croissant
model) (argh.)
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Sports
Lacrosse wins without ‘The God’
By Jim Brown
Chants of “ ROD-NEY” and
“W E W ANT H O P K IN S ”
permeated the Lawrence
lacrosse field as L U ‘s team
ended its season the same
way it had begun—with a
win. No one seemed to mind
that the Lacrosse team had
lost all four of its games bet
ween the first and the last.
No one seemed to care that
the Lacrosse team’s jackets
would not arrive until three
days after this final game.
The fact that the Milwaukee
c lu b w as g iv e n three
Lawrence players in order
that this final game might
be played was forgotten.
That day the Lawrence
Lacrosse teeam had played
for fun and won. As four
year L U veteran O tis
Schwarzkopf strolled away
from his collegiate lacrosse
career only one question re
mained to be answered:
“ Who forgot to buy the
beer?”
Any assesment of this
year’s Lawrence Lacrosse
team is i)ot as easy as its 2-4
record m ight indicate. After
a convincing victory over
Beloit in game one, the
future of L U ’s Laxmen
seemed pro m isin g . B u t
game two proved to be a
disaster for the LU team.
W ith Lawrence leading
Ripon by two goals, L U ’s
player-coach Rod “ the god”
J a m ie s o n
re ce ive d
a
crushing blow which broke
his collar bone and ended his
c o lle g ia te
la c ro ss e

career...With the Lawrence
captain, coach, and spiritual
leader out of the game, the
Lawrence Laxmen became
unraveled and lost to arch
rival Ripon by a score of 7 to
5.
The impossible job of fill
ing Coach Jamieson’s shoes
fell upon the sophomore duo
of “ Stinky” Stapleton and
the “ Delt-Helm” D anny
Macke. In preparation for
game three against Wheaton
College, this pair reminded
the Lawrence Laxmen that

caused the lone official to
walk off the field and
abruptly ended the game.
Game Five represented a
t u r n in g p o in t in the
Lacrosse team’s season. On
the surface Lawrence was
schlacte d by a finalsconscious U.W . Madison
club. But game five saw the
LU team put aside the early
frustration of the season and
have fun. This dedication to
fun stayed with the team
through the sixth and final
game of the season.
If the returning Lawrence

on May 11th and 12th.
Neither Griffin nor Berger
had any problem clearing
their fields, which were a col
lection of the best runners in
the Midwest Conference.
Eric Griffin took first in
th e
3000
m e te r
Steeplechase, repeating his
conference cham pionship
finish of last year. Griffin
hung back in second place
during the early laps of the

by Dave Turner
The results are in and once
again the varsity tennis
team has defeated the
Lawrence tennis alumni.
The score...a lopsided 6-5. In
the jubilant celebration that
followed the match, co
captain Todd Olson was
chased down for a comment.
He astutely remarked, “ I
think the entire varsity
team would like to thank
Cam Jackson and Kirk Ryan
for their total lack of
physical condition. Beating
Kirk in singles was a piece of
cake.” Afterward, returning
alums Tom Barney, Dan
Bern, Charlie Alex, and
John Bertram agreed with
Olson’s analysis. “ Y ep,”
Bern said, “we all tried to
play like Ryan and look

what happened.”
This victory came as a
relief to the varsity, who
finished a respectable yet
disappointing fourth place
in the Midwest Conference
C h am pionship the week
before. Top Lawrentian per
formances included 2nd
place finishes by freshman
Scott Duncan (No. 3 singles)
and Pete Montross/Todd
Olson (No. 1 doubles). Both
matches went the full three
sets.
Finishing with an overall
record of 6-4 for the year, the
team looks even better for
1984-1985, w ith all its
starters returning. Said Pete
Montross, the team’s other
co-captain, “ If we don’t take
it all next year, it won’t be
my fault.”

Rugby: a good try

‘God’ squad.
Wheaton was . a Christian
school and each man should
censor his language. No war
ning could be more ironic. In
the past Wheaton lacrosse
has greeted the Lawrence
team with hot dogs and
soda. This year the LU Laxman were greeted by an ex
plosive offinse and an in
sane Wheaton defenseman.
W ith Wheaton leading 7-2 in
the 3rd period, W heaton’s
crazy D-man initiated a
bench clearing brawl, which

Laxman can maintain their
sights on fun and teamwork,
next year’s team could pro
duce L U ’s first winning
season. Although the holes
in th e te a m
le ft by
graduating seniors will be
large, there is none that will
not or cannot be filled. Final
ly, next years coaches might
want to contact Woody “ the
W oodman” Wick for some
pointers.
B ut hey guys, don’t ever
forget the beer again!!!

race, but moved into first as
the race wore on, leaving his
competition well behind. His
time of 9:30.0 not only easily
gave him first place, but also
broke the existing W hiting
Field record.
Chris Berger went out fast
in the first lap of his 5000
meter race, and never had
serious c o m p e titio n at
any point after that. Berger
crossed the finish line well
ahead of the rest of the run
ners, taking first with a time
of 15:21.78. Despite the con
spicuous lack of competition,
he had no trouble breaking
the existing L.U. Varsity
Track record of 15:47.9.
Joe Berger placed second
in the 1500 meter run with a
time of 4:06.95, proving that
he is one of the strongest
1500 meter runners in the
conference. Cliff Rohadfox
also took a second, breaking
the school record with his
time of 15.04 seconds in the
110 meter hurdles. Tony
Sproles placed fourth in the
same race with a time of
15.42. Both runners had
strong finishes despite the
fact that the 110 meter hur
dle finals were scratched and
re-run due to a disqualifica
tion. In the initial race,
Rohadfox had placed se
cond, and Sproles third.
Steve Dobbe broke two
more Lawrence V arsity

records. He finished fourth
in the 100 meter dash, break
ing a record he set earlier
this year with his time of
10.92 seconds. Dobbe also
placed fourth in the 200
meter dash, where he broke
another L.U. Varsity record
w ith his time of 22.64
seconds. Dobbe also ran on
the 400 meter relay team
which broke the existing
school record with their fifth
place finish. The team of
Smith, Sutherland, Sproles
and Dobbe covered the 400

Excellent performances

by Nathaniel
Eric Griffin and Chris
Berger led the Lawrence
Men’s Track Team to a
series of excellent perfor
mances with their first place
fin is h e s a t th e 6 2 n d
Midwest Conference Track
C h am pio nship s, held at
Lawrence’s W hiting Field

The Tennis Article

Chris or Joe?
meters in 44.17 seconds.
Bill Thorman placed fifth
in the 10K run, fighting the
ever-present W hiting Field
wind to finish with a time of

by Lizard
T his y e a r ’s w o m e n ’s
rugby team sure gave the
season a good try. The club
had six matches, and hosted
five of these here at
Lawrence. The diehard rug
gers went up against U W
Eau Claire, Ripon, U W La
Crosse, Carlton, and the
Milwaukee Women’s Club.
U n fo rtu n a te ly , the LU
women came out on the
short side in all of these mat
ches. Part of the problem
was due to the fact that the
team lacked experience.
Many of last year’s veterans
were off campus, which left
the team consisting of most
ly
fre s h m e n
and
sophomores. Also, the teams
that LU faced this year were
much more experienced in
comparison to past years. In
addition, it was sometimes
difficult to tell who were
players and who were
coaches as the visiting
teams often had a large
percentage of androgynous
athletes.
Despite the disappointing
season record, the ruggers
felt they had a lot to be pro
ud of. Afterall, not only did
they have a good time at
practices and matches, but
they always managed to win
the most crucial part of the
game: the beer chugging
contests!
The rugby club feels very
encouraged by the increased
interest of women athletes.
This year the team had a

35:21.4. M ike N eu m an
threw the shotput 43’6‘/a” to
take fifth place in the shotput event. Tony Sproles and
Cliff Rohadfox set a new
school record with their tied
fifth place finish in the 400
meter hurdles. The two
finished in 56.95 seconds.
Todd Wexman took sixth
place in the 5000 meter run,
finishing in 16:13.66.
Lawrence placed fifth
overall out of the ten schools
that competed. Coe College
of Iowa had the highest total
number of points after the
two days of competition.

steady group of about 30
women coming to practices.
Not only did more women
participate, but more fans
came out to the games which
really helped to psyche
everyone up.
This year, four women
received awards at the
W IS A L mini-banquet, and
the winners of the awards
were determined by a team
vote. Freshm an Connie
Reno win the M V P offense
award while freshman Linda
Draeger won the M V P
defense aw ard. L a u rie
Kruse, a sophomore and
next year’s captain, received
the Spirit Award. Junior
Ellen Kocher won the Hus
tle Award. All the rugby
team m em bers deserve
a w a rd s
for b e in g so
d ed icate d and s p irite d
t h r o u g h o u t th e e n tire
season. Also, the team is
very grateful for the help of
coaches Rob Scott, Greg
Ahrens, Joe Ahmad, Dana
C r is te n s o n , a n d
R ic k
Stephanie.
So, as the team members
pack away their cleats until
next year, cure their pulled
muscles, bruises, and broken
bones, (Oops), they can’t
help but feel happy about
what fun they had! A ll the
members learned a lot,
played some good rugby,
and enjoyed a large quantity
of beer. So...they did give
the season a good try, and
scored more goals than
shows on the season record.

Look of Love
Fantastic savings on name
brand wedding gowns and
attendant's gowns. Choose
from our catalog or most
gown show n in b rid a l
magazines. 25% discount off
retail prices. W rite for
catalog and ordering infor
mation.
Look of Love
P.O. Box 24
Darlington, W I 53530
PH. 608-776-2929

STUDENT W A N T E D to
letter posters for Fox River
Mall. Send name and phone
number to P.O. Box 1113,
Appleton, W I 54915 or call
Julie at 739-4100 after May

14.
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Anderson supports
Mondale-Ferraro

by John Farnell
In the 1980 presidential election he
sought the Republican Party’s nomina*
tion. Unable to secure the GOP’s brass
ring, he bolted the party and made an in
dependent bid for the nation’s highest
office. John Anderson has lurked the
periphery of power ever since.
The past, however, had little bearing
on what Anderson espoused on Tues
day, September 17th. In fact, the former
Congressman did something that would
have been unthinkable four years ago:
he endorsed Mondale. Speaking to a
capacity-crowd in Riverview Lounge,
Anderson acknowledged his differences
of opinion with Mondale. “Don’t expect
me to endorse his domestic policies,”
Anderson stated. “ I have written a book
on economics where you could point out,
I suppose, a dozen areas where I
disagree with him.”
Believing political reform will come
only through a viable third party,
Anderson chartered a political party in
1983. Although his party was unable to
enter a candidate in this year’s presiden
tial election, Anderson said he,
nonetheless, “felt a responsibility to
become active.” Thus four weeks ago, in
response to Mondale’s request, Ander
son agreed to head Independents for
Mondale-Ferraro.
Although he is less than unconditional
in his support of Mondale, Anderson is

total in his dissatisfaction of Reagan.
Anderson began his attacks by lam
basting the budget deficit. Pointing out
that three quarters of the govermnent’s
borrowing is financed with foreign
capital, Anderson admonished, “ It
doesn’t make sense to live on borrowed
money.”
Anderson then praised Mondale’s plan
for raising taxes, arguing that we must
either pay higher taxes now, or suffer exobitant interest rates later. Fhe former
congressman renounced Reagan’s claim
to having beaten inflation. Saying the
cure (tightening the money supply
through higher interest rates) was worse
than the disease, Anderson said the
1981-82 recession coupled with reduced
food and energy prices, were the real fac
tors responsible for the reduction in in
flation. “We’re back, alright,” Anderson
exhorted, “back of the eight ball.”
Anderson also blamed the Reagan ad
ministration for “polarizing America.”
Noting that people in the bottom 20% of
incomes experienced an 8% decline in in
come since 1980, whereas the richest
quintile became 9% wealthier, Anderson
stud the nation’s poorwere carrying the
recovery on their backs.
With searing rhetoric, Anderson
focused his sharpest attacks on the
Reagan adminstration’s inability to
reach an accord on arms control with the
Soviets. Calling it “military Keyne

Photo by Hans V ittinghott

sianism,” the former congressman im
precated Reagan’s defense buildup.
Anderson then lauded Mondale’s call for
a moritorium on the testing and
manufacture of nuclear weapons. “He
has made a conscious choice,” Anderson
said of the Democratic candidate.
“The world is not a safer place than it
was four years ago. We are being caught
in the dangerous currents and, yes, the
riptides that could carry us over the
brink,” Anderson warned. Arguing that
Reagan’s belief in peace through

strength is fallacious and intenable,
Anderson concluded the oration by say
ing: “It is because 1 believe in livingry
(sic) rather than weaponry that 1 believe
we need a new course, a new foreign
policy, and a new administration.”
Will we see John Anderson in ’88?
With his contenance rigid and eyes fix
ed, he aloofly replied, “Anything is
possible.” One thing is certain: old
politicians never die; they become in
dependents.

C o n v o c a tio n

Warch looks at liberal education
by Tammy Teschner
The hour: 11:10 a.m.; the sight:
Lawrence Memorial Chapel on College
Ave.; the event: the 1984 Matriculation
Convocation. Faculty: present; Presi
dent Warch: present, with entertaining
and intellectually stimulating speech in
hand. The problem: where were the
students?
A large percentage of the LU student
body took advantage of the 1968 plan
for non-required attendance at convoca
tions this past September 20th. Ob
viously, it is the students’ precedence to
exercise this right, but many people
don’t know what they’re missing!
Perhaps they feel it is a modern tradi-

File Photo

tion that they must start to contradict
the one-time twice-daily required chapel
(1855-57), daily chapel (to 1927), three
times a week "regular college assembly”
(to 1950s), or the required convocations
of the ’60’s. Although Lawrentians of
the ’80s often leave campus for a trip,
they quickly resemble the intellectually
apathetic students of the 1960s.
The Convocation commenced with

energetic organ playing by assistant
professor of music George E. Damp. The
academic procession followed, which in
cluded many black caps and gowns, as
well as the Lawrence faculty. Professor
Waring gave an invocation before the
congregation joined together in singing
“O God, Our Help in Ages Past.” After
Professor Stanley introduced President
Warch as “the only convocation speaker
who we have asked back,” Warch took
the podium to begin another one of his
interesting and thought-provoking
speeches.
A master at comparison and contrast,
President Warch said that today’s
generation of students is like the 1950’s
generation in it that they are both
“silent” (in comparison to the hippies of
the ’60s), but in the ’80s, careers are
much more of a worry to most young
people. Today is a culture of
‘'careerism”, where one’s major in
school tells the person’s skills and poten
tial, and preoccupation lies in vocation
and money. Although business school
does prepare one for the working world,
Warch said a liberal arts education ac
tually increases one’s options and career
choices. Liberal arts prepares us to live
in, and cope with, our culture and world;
it helps us to adapt and change with our
never-consistent world.
Warch showed the trend towards
careerism with statistics. Of the
students in 1967 who were going on for
further education, 80% wanted to
develop a meaningful philosophy in life,
while in 1983 only 44% were concerned.
Those concerned with earning a large
salary after graduating from college in
1967 comprised 45% of the responding,
while 70% of students in 1983 con
sidered money a large factor in their
reasons for further education. Warch
happily noted that of the Lawrentians
surveyed (now sophomores), 64%
wanted to develop a meaningful
philosophy, which is a liberal difference
over the national 44%.

President Warch advised all to live life
and not go to school only to be able to
“get a better job.” He admitted that
liberal arts are not for everyone, but the
days of demeaning liberal arts are over.
Our goals should be to live happily, well,
and responsibly; we should use our days
here to become liberally educated in
order that we may do so.
How then, are we to achieve this
liberal education? Do we take the
minimal requirements of courses outside
our major to earn a degree? Do we at
tend only lectures, movies and concerts
which we are familiar with, and when it
happens to be convenient? Or is it at
tained, perhaps, by exploring new ideas,
attending campus functions, and

discussing issues with friends and facul
ty? Convocations serve as an excellent
chance for gathering together with
fellow Lawrentians, exploring new ideas,
and provoking some intellectual
thought. The low attendance at this
year’s Matriculation Convocation makes
some people wonder if the liberal educa
tion philosophy is indeed executed here
at Lawrence.
Of the students who were asked if
they attended the Convocation, many
responded with statements such as
“What Convocation?” Perhaps more
publicityshbukl have been given to the
Convocation. However, there were many
others who, although they all agreed
C ontinued on Page 8

Let there be
by Desmond Newton
Appleton’s first benefit concert for
peace was held in the Lawrence Univer
sity Memorial Chapel last Sunday even
ing, September 29. The concert, themed
Harmony, promoted peace, equality and
stressed hope for improved SovietAmerican relations.
“Music is one of the highest expres
sions of peace, as it is the universal
language of all mankind.” This quote,
which was used in the concert’s pro
gram, reflects the message shared by
the performers with the audience during
the concert. Whether through folk
songs, hymnals, jazz or a multi-media
slide presentation about the “faces we
have yet to see, but are willing to
destroy”, the theme of Harmony was
pursued throughout the program.
The performances ranged from solos
by Nancy Stowe, folk songs by Gerri
Gribi and a near operatic presentation of
John Harmon’s “Let There Be Peace”

by a chorus, local high school musicians
and the jazz group ‘Tire and Ice.” Other
performers in the feoncert included the
First Congregational Church Choir,
U.W. Swing Choir; 4nd Reverend John
McFadden.
The concert was co-sponsored by the
Appleton-Vichuga Pairing Project and
the Lawrence University Council for
Social Concerns. The Appleton-Vichuga
Pairing Project is a project whose goal is
to increase Soviet-American understan
ding and cooperation by establishing
direct citizen to citizen and community
to community contacts, through a pair
ing with a Soviet City. Vichuga is com
parable to Appleton in size, physical set
ting and economic base.
An art exhibit, which was displayed
during the post-concert reception and
which will be sent to Vichuga, will be
displayed at the Seeley G. Mudd Library
October 7-17. The art work on display is
by local elementary school students.
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Now that you’re all back and we have your attention, we would simply like to
point out a few changes that have occurred over the summer. While you were
boating, golfing, eating ice-cream, swimming, vacationing, playing baseball,
bicycling, sunbathing and indulging in simple rest and relaxation, the rest of the
University was hard at work to make this a better place for us to live and study.
We think a round of applause is in order.
A full description of all that has happened over the summer is not ap
propriate here, but a brief summary is. First and most obvious are the construc
tional changes. Main Hall lost its flagpole in a storm; the new athletic complex is
underway (thus, Sampson House has been moved 30 feet north); our good old Vik
ing Room has a new bar and cooler system, you can now expect service with a
smile; Wilson House is being remodeled for the relocation of admissions; there is
a new sound booth in the Chapel...thank heaven; there are new windows in
Brokaw, much to the joy of Brokaw residents; the girls’ southwest field at Alex
ander will no longer overflow every time it drizzles, thanks to the new drainage
system; we now have a Vax computer here at Lawrence, with hopes of acquiring
another one; and, of course, there is a new scoreboard in the Banta Bowl. There
are numerous other changes, but we shall not take you down that hallway now.
Second and a bit less obvious are the faculty and administrative changes. For
those of you who are upperclassmen, you may have noticed the dozen or so new
faces around; for those of you who are freshmen, you’ll feel better knowing that
you’re not the only ones making your first appearance here; in both cases,
however, you should know that in all new appointments, decisions were made
with you in mind. For each new face you see, you can be sure that hours and hours
of careful screening and interviewing have taken place. Please see the next issue
of the Lawrentian for a “new face” profile.
Third and certainly not least important is the reorganization of the Lawren
tian. The Lawrentian, as most of you upperclassmen are aware, has suffered from
organizational and financial problems, which prevented us from producing a
quality, consistent paper. Over the summer these problems have been corrected.
The Lawrentian, to cure its organizational problems has added three advisors,
who are listed in the staff box. One advisor, Peter Fritzell, will be assisting in
writing skills and style; Rich Morrison will be assisting with format and pro
cedure; Paul Shrode will serve as financial advisor. These three advisors, coupled
with the fact that the staff is committed to a quality paper every week—yes,
every week—will ensure every student with a Lawrentian by happy hour!
The Lawrentian is always looking for story writers and ideas. The Lawren
tian will not be an editor’s paper, and will serve as a window to Lawrence for both
students and outside observers. The paper will no longer be the type of paper that
the admissions office is ashamed to put in their lobby. The Lawrentian intends
once again, to be part of the Lawrence difference.

Editor-in-chief................................................................................................ Jeff Bartzen
Managing Editor.................................................................................................. Amy Bell
News Editor................................................................................................ Park Drescher
Feature Editor.............................................................................................. John Stanton
Sports Editor...............................................................................................Glen Johnson
Photography Editor.....................................................................................Karen Jansen
Business Manager.........................................................................................Dave Melbye
Assistant Business Manager.................................................................. Julie Bleasdale
Contributing Writers.............................. Robin Beauchamp, Winn Cobb, Doug Allen
John Farrell, Karen Jansen, Marcy Dunagan, Duane Nelsen
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Layout............. Tammy Teschner, Desmond Newton, Karen Swisher, Liz Demarest
Writing Adisor.............................................................................................. Peter Fritzell
Faculty Advisor.......................................................................................... Rich Morrison
Administrative Advisor.................................................................................Paul Shrode

The Lawrentian is a student-run publication of Lawrence University. Content is
solely determined by the editors, and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of
University faculty and Administration. Letters to the Editor are encouraged, but
they must be signed as evidence of good faith. The’ staff reserves the right to edit
letters and honor requests that the writers name not be disclosed. Letters to the
editor seldom reflect the opinion of the editors.
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OPINION

Letters
To the Editor:
I have a complaint that 1 think
deserves attention. It has to do with the
numerous personalized carrels in our all
campus library. It’s getting a little
ridiculous that most every carrel is per
sonalized with pictures, calendars,
memo pads, Don’t Touch signs, and in
spiring poems. It ’s great to see people
feel at home at the library, but unfor
tunately it is an all-campus library. We
have our dorm rooms to personalize and
I don’t think we should carry that feel
ing to the library.
All I ’m asking is that (1) to remember
that what is inspiring to you can be
distracting for others and (2) that when

you aren’t using the carrel to put your
books and notes on the shelf so someone
can use that carrel. It is not one person’s
carrel to control and claim as theirs. The
library is a place where we all can study.
I don’t think it’s too much to remember
this.
It ’s absurd to see the rush of “claim
ing” carrels at the start of a year.
Preference to a carrel is one thing. Per
sonalizing it and claiming it yours is
something totally different and it’s not
right.
I trust that LU students are conscien
tious enough to not infringe on the
rights of all to a proper study area.
Name withheld upon request
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Wisconsin Drink-Off
On Friday, September 21 at 12:30
p.m., the Wisconsin Student Associa
tion sponsored a “drink-in” at the State
Capitol that was attended by more than
700 students, a mile from campus, in the
one and one-half hours allowed by
Capitol security.
The rally was held to show that a large
number of students, most of whom were
under the age of 21, could drink recreationally and responsibly. The organizers
argued that the prohibition against this
age group would force more people to
drink unsupervised and would result in a
potentially greater social hazard with a
greater number of accidents and deaths
than at present.
Despite anxious predictions by some
media, government and university of
ficials that the event would get out of
hand, the “party against prohibition”

was relaxed, under control, and excep
tionally well-supervised, as the
organizers had assumed prior to the
event.
The WSA has plans to continue the
pressure on the state legislature and on
the governor to make them accountable
to our needs and rights. With the over
four hundred names and addresses col
lected at the rally, we plan to build a
foundation for a large lobbying effort
when the legislature is in session next
semester. Specific plans include a lobby
ing day to bring attention to the lack of
serious efforts by the legislature and the
governor to provide funds and programs
for drug and alcohol education in our
schools, drug and alcohol counselling in
our communities, and post bar time
mass transportation tavern routes.

Orchard offers environment
by Winn Cobb
The plush Paper Valley Hotel of
downtown Appleton houses a well kept
dining secret. The hotel’s main
restaurant, Christies, is frequented by
the more discriminating diners, but the
Orchard Cafe, located in the main lobby
area, is often overlooked. The Orchard
provides not only well-prepared meals at
good prices, but also a clean, airy at
mosphere for an intimate bottle of wine,
or dessert and coffee.
We began our meal with the salad bar
($4.95 alone, $2.00 with meal) which has
to be the highpoint of the Orchard’s
menu. The salad bar has an excellent
variety of cold, fresh vegetables,
salads and marinades. Filling half my
salad plate was a heap of well-chilled
boiled shrimp, a delicacy rarely found in
a salad at such a reasonable price. Com
plementing our salad and bread was a
bottle of Vouvrau, Remy Pannier
($10.00), a dry white French table wine.
One of the entree specialties for the
night was the Delmonico steak topped
with red and green peppers and onions
($6.95). The special included a veget
able, unlimited salad bar and potato. The
steak was good but I was disappointed
with the frozen, cooked com served on
my plate, crammed between my steak

and baked potato. Also the red peppers
on my steak were of the canned variety,
not agreeing with the fresh, fried green
peppers and onions. The broiled haddock
($4.50) was cooked well and tasted
remarkably good for ocean fish which is
not native to this part of the country.
Complementing the main course was a
bottle of Mounton-Cadet Rose ($9.50).
Delicious cheesecake topped with
blueberry sauce, rainbow sherbert and
fresh, hot coffee, topped off a very en
joyable meal.
There are many restaurants which of
fer the diner as much if not more than
the Orchard, but few provide such a
pleasant combination of well-prepared
food, good service and a comfortable at
mosphere at such reasonable prices.
Adjacent to the Orchard is Calvados
Lounge which provided us with great
frozen strawberry Margaritas * but
that’s about all. There was a fair crowd
for a Saturday, but the band (Vic Dana
and Mirage) was unsuccessful in im
itating Bruce Springsteen and other
popular acts, in their swing style.
I very much enjoyed my night at the
Paper Valley and would highly recom
mend it as the setting for an evening on
the town in Appleton.
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It’s your vote
that counts
by Karen Jansen
“ D o n 't blame me, I'm
from
Massachusetts." (1973 Mass. bumper
sticker—it being the only state to not
vote Richard Nixon into his second term
as president)

Photo by Karen Jansen

O c to b e r fe s t:
A s u c c e s s a g a in
On Saturday, September 29, the city
of Appleton and Lawrence University
played host to Octoberfest, billed as a
day of fun for the whole family. Usually
held the first Saturday each October, the
event sponsored by the Appleton
Downtown Retailer’s Association was
rescheduled to avoid a conflict with Yom
Kippur, October 6. The purpose of Oc
toberfest is to provide local charitable
and non-profit organizations with an op
portunity to raise funds to support their
many programs and services, and to br
ing people to the downtown area for
relaxation and enjoyment. It is
estimated that over 100,000 people at
tended Octoberfest this year.
Activity centered on an 8-block seg
ment of College Avenue, stretching from
State Street east to Drew. Over 120 food
and beverage booths were represented
on the avenue, including 5 beer gardens
operated by the Appleton Downtown
Retailers. A variety of entertainers pro
vided something for everyone. A
children’s stage featured magic, theatre,
mime, storytelling and juggling. For.
those interested in music, various stages
provided live jazz, country, folk, choral
and rock music. Dancing exhibitions in
cluded ballet and modern dance, Polyne
sian and belli dancing and a special
demonstration of breakdancing by the
Domino Breakers. A petting zoo, polka
dance area and square dance area pro
vided people with an opportunity to join
in the action.
For the second year, a 5 kilometer and

Does it seem sometimes as though
your vote doesn’t count for much more
than it does when you’re out with the
gang and you’re all trying to help order
the pizza? Do you, yes you, feel the need
to “be involved”? Well, there are many
fine organizations on campus which you
can join, which will provide an introduc
tion to politics at least on the campaign
level. One of the outstanding politicallyoriented groups on campus this year is
the Young Democrats, and from all in
dications, this group is attracting an en
thusiastic membership.
John (J.R.) Richards, a member of the
Young Democrats, said in an interview
that he was pleasantly surprised by the
number of people who have expressed
their desire to become involved with the
group this year. An especially pleasant
surprise for him was the number of in
coming freshmen who have approached
him personally, or who it turns out, have
had previous experience in politics.

Also stressed in thé interview was the
point that even though the Young
Democrats returned to campus last year
after a ten year absence, and therefore
have just gone through a period of
disorganization, Richards said, “We’ve
got our act together and we’re ready to
roll.’’ This being an election year, John
feels that there will be more than enough
opportunity for anyone interested to
become involved in campaigning.
Members of the group have also been
kicking around the idea of sending peo
ple to a peace rally in Chicago on Oc
tober 13, but no definite plans have been
made.
In conclusion, make your vote count
towards more than which side of the piz
za the pepperoni goes on. Talk to Matt
Aukofer, Paul Bookter, Jenny Jordan,
Scott Alwin, or to John Richards if you
have an interest in the Democratic Par
ty. Here I put my disclaimer: if, like me,
your exposure to politics has been main
ly through the Republican Party, you
might be more interested in approaching
the College Republicans who are active
on this campus. Or, if you’re not in
terested in either of these groups, find
something else to do in the area ot
politics, and at least make the effort to
look around and see what’s going on.
Remember, it’s your vote that counts.

10 kilometer race was held in conjunc
tion with Octoberfest, sponsored by the
Firstar Bank. Several hundred runners
wound their way through the streets of
Appleton between 8:00 a.m. and 11:00
a.m.
Lawrence University was the sight for
the third annual Arts & Crafts Fair, held
on the Main Hall Green. 110 artists and
craftsmen participated in the fair this
year representing jewelry and metals, oil
and watercolor paintings, printmaking,
ceramics, wood carving, textiles, fur
niture and other handicrafts. A
blacksmith demonstrated his craft and a
lutier displayed his handmade lutes and
flutes. Proceeds from the Arts & Crafts
fair support scholarship programs at the
university.
A number of campus organizations
and individuals participated in Oc
toberfest this year. Sigma Phi Epsilon
sold hamburgers and brats on the
Avenue. Phi Kappa Tau also sold food
on the avenue, providing festival atten
dants with shishkabob. The Delta Gam
mas offered clown face-painting to
children and those young at heart, while
the Coffeehouse Committee sold heliumfilled balloons. Lawrence International
sold food at the Arts & Craft Fair, and
Professor Purdo displayed and sold his
jewelry. Lambda Sigma, the new honor
society for sophomores, assisted with
clean-up for the day.
Octoberfest ran from 9:00 a.m. until
6:00 p.m., and was judged a success by
most in attendance. Octoberfest ’85 is
scheduled for Saturday, October 5, J985.
Photo by Hans V itting ho ff

Bubolz preserve: Nature at its best
The Bubolz Nature Preserve, a
657-acre nature center operated by the
non-profit Natural Areas Preservation
Corporation, is nestled in the area strad
dling the northwest side of Appleton
known as Center Swamp. This low lying
area, which became a shallow lake
following the last glacial period, is now
characterized by a white cedar forest.
,The preserve features 10 ponds, 8 miles
of hiking trails, an earth-sheltered inter
pretive center and a rustic cabin
available for rentals. In addition to the
cedar forest, the preserve contains
upland woods and meadowland habitats.
Bubolz offers a variety of recreational

and educational opportunities for the
Lawrence student. It is a popular place
for cross-country skiing, jogging or
leisurely hiking. Workshops, classes and
hikes cover topics including taxidermy,
photography, animal and plant iden
tification, bird banding, backpacking,
wood carving and stargazing. Oppor
tunities are available to those interested
in volunteering to work with young peo
ple either as a nature center volunteer or
intern.
Student memberships are available to
Lawrence students for $5.00 per year.
Membership benefits include free cross
country skiing and discounts on

scheduled for October 13, from 9:30
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Activities include
hayrides, sheep shearing, wheat weav
ing, storytelling and apple cider press
ing. Admission is $1.50 for non
members, free to members. On October
15, the Speaker’s Program will present
‘‘Reading the Wisconsin Landscape” at
7:30 p.m. Admission is free.
Further information on the Bubolz
Nature Preserve, internship and
volunteer opportunities, and upcoming
programs may be obtained by calling
the Preserve at 731-6041.
registration fees for most activities.
Students interested in planning group

excursions to the Bubolz Preserve
should contact Greg Griffin, coordinator
of intramural and recreational activities
at the Lawrence Union. Canoeing, camp
ing, backpacking, cross-country skiing
and snowshoeing equipment is available
at the Union. Griffin can also provide
help with transportation arrangements.
The next .program scheduled at
Bubolz is the Fall Harvest Festival

a
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D O M I N O ’S
P IZ Z A
D E L IV E R S ™

733-6363
1806 South Lawe St.

$1.00
Off!

Hours:
11:00-1:00 Sun.-Thurs.
11:00-2:00 Fri. and Sat.

$1.00 off any 2
more item pizza
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 10/31/84

Call u s.

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.

Limited delivery area
© 1964 Domino’s Pizza. Inc

Watch for Greek Week
festivities beginning
Monday, Oct. 8th.
Sponsored by
Domino’s Pizza.

Feet, Free Dellverÿ"
1806 South Lawe St.
Phone: 733-6363
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MUSIC

Metheny to complete
circle at Lawrence

File Photo

Piano duo to perform
by Duane Nelsen
The Chamber Music Series for the
84-85 season will get underway this
weekend with a return performance by
the piano duo of Clair Abersold and
Ralph Neiweem. The Saturday, October
6 concert at 8 p.m. in Harper Hall is an
encore performance for the husband-wife
team, who played to a sold-out crowd in
the Hall last January 28.
Formed in 1970, after the two pianists
met at an international music festival in
Italy, the duo has been performing
throughout the United States and
Europe, presenting well over one hun
dred recitals in Italy alone, and
numerous appearances in New York,
Washington D.C., Chicago, and Boston.
They are currently Duo-in-Residence at
Chicago’s Music Centre of the North
Shore.
Saturday evening’s concert will focus
on music of the Nineteenth and Twen
tieth Centuries, beginning with Franz

Shubert’s “ Divertissement a la
Hongroisse, D. 818”, and continuing
with Brahm’s well-known, “Variations
on a Theme of Hayden, Op. 56b”.
After intermission, the program will
resume with the “Concerto per Due
Pianoforte Soli”, by Stravinsky, and
conclude with Maurice Ravel’s fiery,
“Rhapsodie Espagnole”, a fitting end to
what promises to be an exciting musical
event.
The cost of tomorrow’s concert is
$6.50 for adults, $5.00 for students and
adults over 62. If tickets remain ten
minutes before the performance,
however, they will be offered to
Lawrence students with a valid LUID,
at no charge. Tickets for this and all Ar
tist Series and Chamber Music Series
events are available at the Box Office.
Season subscriptions, which guarantee a
reserved seat for the year, can be pur
chased at the Office of Public Events in
Brokaw Hall.

by Robin Beauchamp
On October 17, Lawrence Uni versity will
be hosting one of the hottest names in
contemporary jazz. The Pat Metheny
Group will be performing in the Chapel
Wednesday to promote their new
E.C.M. release entitled, “First Circle.”
This concert is one of the group’s first
stops on the tour and the only stop
scheduled in Wisconsin.
At age 31, Metheny has released 11 of
his own albums, including “Offramp”
which won a Grammy in 1983 for best
jazz album. His individual style of com
position and guitar playing have won
him international recognition. Metheny
began his performing career at age 19
with Gary Burton. In 1975 he met Lyle
Mays (keyboards) at the Wichita Jazz
Fest. Two years later he teamed up with
Mays and Dan Gotlieb (drummer) to pro
duce "Water Colors.” Metheny’s first
real success came with his first “Group”
album in 1978. This album represents
the first of many successful col
laborative efforts with Mays.
In addition to albums, Metheny has
co-written music for a T.V. documentary
series and is currently working with
Mays and David Bowie to produce the
soundtrack for “ Falcon and the
Snowman,” a John Schlesinger film.
Performing with Metheny on Wednes
day is Lyle Mays, a name which seems
synonymous with Metheny.
Mays, a native of Wisconsin, is a pro-

resulted was the first college produced
album to win a nomination for a Gram
my. In that same year Lyle joined
Metheny as keyboardist and co
composer, performing and composing
for 7 of Metheny’s albums. Mays is
scheduled to release his own album
sometime next fall.
Other members of the group include
Steve Rodby of Illinois performing on
bass. Rodby received classical training
at Northwestern University, and later
went on tour with a variety of jazz ar
tists before signing with Metheny in
1981. Paul Wertico, a newcomer from
Chicago, will be replecing Gotlieb on
drums. Although his style is heavier
than Gotlieb’s, Wertico is capable of
guiding the group through the neverending rhythmic transitions typical of
Metheny’s compositions.
The final addition to the “First Circle”
group is Pedro Aznar. Bom in Argen
tina, Aznar is a multi-talented vocalist,
guitarist, and percussionist. Though he
is talented in all areas, Aznar’s most
striking contribution to “First Circle” is
his voice. This is not the first time
Metheny has used the voice. In recent
albums Nana Vasconcelos added
vocalizations but his voice is thin and in
secure. In contrast, Aznar’s voice has
the strength, range, and beautiful quali
ty that Metheny wisely employs as a
feature color. Aznar is an exciting addi
tion to the Metheny Group.
The title for Metheny’s new album

** MV PAD WOULO MAvC SE^T M £ TO LAW «¿*C.F,
BUT 4 c GouQtfr tfASA i * s t £A D . m

Photo courtesy o f ECM Records

Phone 739-1223

CONKEY’S
la st day fo r fu ll textbo o k r efu n d s

Saturday, October 6th_____
DISCOVER WISCONSIN WRITERS WEEK
Autographing Party Saturday, October 6th • 10:30-3:30

duct of a favorable environment for any
developing musician. The son of a
church organist, Mays developed an
early interest in piano. This love for
piano has been maintained over the
years, and although he is noted for his
gentle synthesizer sounds, he still relies
almost exclusively on the acoustic piano
when soloing. After two years at the
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire,
Mays transferred to North Texas where
in 1975 he wrote music for the famed
One O ’clock Band. The album that

may have been generated from a state
ment he made in a Down Beat interview
(1975) where he described his music as
being incomplete until the audience
“completes the circle.” This quote ac
curately conveys the attitude taken by
the Metheny group towards their music.
This is a group that likes to tour, in fact
much of Metheny’s music is written to
work in and out of the studio. The
Metheny group is an incredibly talented
group which always seems to make
something happen, and they will
Wednesday, the 17th.
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SPORTS

Cross-country teams
are running strong

Women’s tennis
on their
way up

Only one Lawrence University team
But one man does not make a team,
won a Midwest Conference Champion and Griffin has been in the talented com
ship last year—the men’s cross country pany of sophomore Steve Riech, juniors
team. With three of the Midwest Con Chris and Joe Berger, and senior Greg
ference’s top nine runners, and an Pelnar. The men have a long season
undefeated record to date, it appears planned for themselves, hopefully con
that the Vikes are on the road to victory cluding the quest for victory at the
again.
NCAA Division III National Champion
Junior Eric Griffin is in large part ships on November 16th. Between now
responsible for the team’s success. Eric and then, they run at the Beloit Invita
finished first in his races at the Madison tional (Oct. 6th), the Wisconsin private
Tech and St. Norbert Invitationals, and college championships, the Viking In
had to settle for measly 16th place (out vitational (at Reid Golf Course in Ap
of approximately 23,500 runners) at last pleton), and in a meet against St.
weekend’s A1 McGuire roadrace in Norbert College.
Milwaukee. Griffin finished 31st in a
Like the men’s team, the women’s
field of 134 at the NCAA Division III cross country squad hopes to travel the
regional meet last year, and added to his path of victory into the cool air of
list of accomplishments a first-place November.
finish in the 3000 meter steeplechase at
Despite the absence of junior Julie
last spring’s Midwest Conference Cham Wick this season (she’s studying in
pionship.

A- year ago, the Lawrence University
women’s tennis team was an inex
perienced group that struggled through
the growing pains of a 3-6 dual record
season. This year, the squad is already
3-1 and it looks like they are on the way
to the best season in recent memory.
The team’s performance at last
weekend’s University of WisconsinWhitewater Invitational was typical of
the “new look” lady netters. Overall, the
team placed 4th out of 11 teams, a feat
never before achieved by the squad.
More importantly was the way the team
achieved the victory. In this outing,
every member contributed at least one
point to the overall tally, thereby allow
ing everyone a share of the team’s glory.
There have been some noteworthy in
dividual performances, however, turned
in by the No. 1 player junior Kirsten

Spain this term), the ladies have posted
a third place finish in the Madison Tech
Invitational and a first place tie at the
St. Norbert Invitational two weeks ago.
Strong races have been run by senior
Margaret Szweda and sophomores Val
Olsen, Kara Randall, and Elizabeth
Brown.
The Lady Vikings will share a “home
course” advantage with the men when
Lawrence hosts this year’s Midwest
Conference Meet Friday, November 2nd.

The sports stories on pages 6 and 7
were contributed to by Rick Peter
son, D oug A llen a n d A aron
Livingston.

Continued on Page 7

Men’s soccer team excels
The 1984 edition of the men’s soccer
squad boasts ranks containing three all
conference performers, seventeen retur
ning players, and a promising group of
freshmen. Add to the team Head Coach
Hans Temes, and this fall’s squad is
playing with more hustle, spirit and
cohesiveness than in the past.
With a perfect record through five
games, the Vikes have already bettered
their 6-3 1983 season. Junior Dan
Browdie has contributed more than his
share to the team’s early success,
booting 13 goals in just five games! At
the other end of the field, the team has

been helped by the consistently spec
tacular saves of sophomore Dan Dravis.
Between the goal scorer and the
goalie, the team has benefitted from the
efforts of seniors Osei Poku, Eric
Westenburg, and Chris Whitman, and
the underclass support of freshman
Robert Countryman.
The Vikes host Beloit this Saturday (2
p.m., Whiting Field) as they get into a
stretch of conference games. Next
Wednesday they host Ripon. The team
closes out the season with road games
against Lake Forest, University of
Chicago and Milwaukee School of
Engineering.

738-9220
Photo by Rick Peterson

627 W. College Ave.

Sports Announcements

FAST FREE DELIVERY
30 M IN U TES O R L E S S !

HUNGRY?

I.M. Tennis Tourney
The women’s and men's singles tennis
tournament is scheduled for Oct. 12-14.
Register at the union information desk no
later than midnight, Wednesday, Octobr 10.
The draw will be posted at noon on October
11. Each entrant is required to bring one can
of new balls to the tourney.
Canoe Trip
Sign up now for the fall canoe trip. On Oc
tober 21st, a small group will canoe the gen
tle Mecan River and enjoy the fall colors. The
cost of only $5.00 per person covers
everything. Contact the union information
desk for more information. L IM IT E D
SPACE AV AILA BLE.

Canoe Races
The Intramural program, Panhel and IFC
have scheduled coed canoe races for 4:00
p.m., October 12th. Teams must consist of 3
women and 3 men and can be registered at
any residence hall front desk or the informa
tion desk. An entry fee of $3.00 per team will
go to charity.
Aerobics Course
An aerobic dance class is offered free of
charge Monday through Thursday, 6:30-7:30
p.m. in the Sage Basement. Please drop in
any night.

W a n t y o u r P i z z a G ood and F a s t ?

I)e toasljington f)ost

Free COKE with every order to
Lawrence University

S U M M E R 1 9 8 5 N E W S P O S ITIO N S
For current college juniors, seniors and enrolled graduate students interested in
newspaper journalism careers.

3:00 P.M. till Midnight Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.
3:00 P.M till 3:00 A M. Fri. and Sat.

TO:

Perform regular reporting assignments, replacing vacationing staffers. Work
for national, state, local, sports, style, foreign, and business desks covering general
and feature assignments.

•We Reserve The Right To Limit Our Delivery Area

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND COPY EDITING POSITIONS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE.

1 coupon per p izza

1 coupon per p iz z a

50° O FF

$ 1.0 0 O FF

ON A N Y 12 " P IZZA

ON A N Y 16 ” P IZZA

and a lw a y s fre e C oke

and a lw a y s fre e C o k e s

REQUIRED: Interest in journalism, writing ability, previous experience on college
and/or commercial newspaper preferred, typing skills.
WISH TO BE CONSIDERED?

HURRY! Send a request for on application
along with a self-addressed envelope. Application deadline: December 1, 1984.

WRITE TO: Summer News Program,

News Department
The Washington Rost, 1150 15th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20071
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
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SPORTS

C h a n g in g t im e s f o r L U . G r id d e r s
With one of the most impressive
records in ail of college football the past
10 years (Lawrence has gone 77-15 in
that span and hasn't lost more than two
games in one season since 1973), this
year the Vikings find themselves in a
transition period. The team’s winning
head coach, Ron Roberts, is on a one
year sabbatical, and Dean of Campus
Life Rich Agness has filled the vacancy.
Only fourteen veterans returned for the
1984 season, also, packing the starting
squad with first year men.
To date the team has a 1-3 record,
posting a win against Concordia College,
and losses to Trinity University (San
Antonio, Texas), Coe College, and Knox

College. Each loss, however, was by a
touchdown or less, and the team seems
optimistic about the remainder of the
season.
Freshman Steve Bernsten has traded
running duties with Senior Bill Timm.
Freshman quarterback Jerry Davis was
injured in the Coe game and has been
replaced by Junior Kip Erickson.
Receiving duties have been split by
Seniors Kelly Kennedy and Bill Rosene,
and Sophomore Steve Johnson.
Defensively, Sophomores Dan
Galante, Jim Cox, and Jeff Geppert sup
ply plenty of harassment to opposing
quarterbacks. Galante was a second
team Little All-American last year, and
he and Cox collected 16 of the team’s 35
quarterback sacks during the ’83
season.
Sophomores Bob Sell and Sean Stokes
join Senior Gary Smith and Freshman
Marty Johnson in the defensive secon
dary. Smith has also shined as the
team's punter for the last two years, out
distancing his rivals to become the
Midwest Conference’s top punter two
years in a row.
The football squad travels to Chicago
this Saturday, and returns to home play
the following two weekends with games
against St. Norbert and Beloit. Then
Lawrence plays at Lake Forest, and
closes out the season against archrival
Ripon at the Banta Bowl.

Photo by Karen Jansen

Photo by Karen Jansen

»I BUD LIGHT
PRESENTS

Lady footers fight back
It may be just to say that this season
is a rebuilding one for the 1984 Women’s
Soccer team, since this year’s squad
fields a team in which 25 of its 29
members are freshmen or sophomores.
After finishing 3-6-1 last season, the
team lost its top two scorers at June’s
graduation ceremonies. This year’s
squad, however, is bolstered by the
veteran play of goalie Susan Crawford,
Heidi Sprenger, and halfback Christy
Hoelter. The team’s scoring throughout
their one win and three losses to date,

has been solely contributed by freshmen
Jane Whitlock and Jane Grossman.
After a roadtrip to Ripon this Satur
day, the team’s schedule should work to
their advantage. The ladies host five
straight matches against Loyola (Oct.
9), Marquette (Oct. 12), UW-Stevens
Point (Oct. 13), UW-LaCrosse (Oct. 13),
and St. Norbert (Oct. 18). The highlight
of the Vikes’s season should come when
they participate in the Wisconsin State
soccer tournament at UW-Milwaukee,
Oct. 27-28.

Tough losses for netters
The Lawrence women’s volleyball
squad finds itself with a difficult
schedule this year. The Lady Vikings,
under the direction of Head Coach Fran
Kasten, have moved into the Midwest
Conference Northern Division this
season and thus far have had little suc
cess against their opponents.
To date, the team sports a 1-4 record,
winning a match against Lakeland while

dropping contests to St. Norbert, Mt.
Mary, Ripon, and the University of
Chicago. Despite the weak start the
squad looks to Liz McCrank (setter),
Catherine Bugby (blocker), and Connie
Reno (spiker) for continuing strong play
in an effort to bounce back into con
ference contention.
Team supporters will be able to cheer
the ladies on as they host Lake Forest
(Oct. 6), Silver Lake (Oct. 16), Beloit
(Oct. 18), and Marian (Oct. 23) at Alex
ander Gymnasium.

Tennis

Continued from page 6

Palmquist, and No. 2 player freshman
Lisa Beckett. Also, doubles partners
Jenny Jordan and Cherl Frater made it
to the quarterfinals at the Whitewater
meet.
Lawrentain tennis buffs will have a
chance to watch the squad when they
take the courts October 9th (vs. St.
Norbert) and October 13th (vs. UWStevens Point). The squad’s overall goal
is to maintain their winning play all the
way to the Midwest Conference Cham
pionships, October 19th at Lake Forest
College.

TRAVEL ENTHUSIAST NEEDED!!
Campus Rep. to sell Ski Trips to
Midwest & Colorado & Beach Trips
to Caribbean. Earn cash & free
trips. Call (312) 871-1070 todayl Or
write: Sun & Ski Adventures, 2256
N. Clark, Chicago, IL 60614.

1867. A L F R E D N O B E L U G H T S T H E F IR S T S T IC K O F
D Y N A M IT E , A N D N E V E R G E T S A N O T H E R
M OM ENTSPEACE.
But he got a big bang out of
his discovery
And you'll get a
bigger bang out
ofdiscovering
Bud Light It's the
less-filing bght beer
with the first name
in taste
Get on thestick
Hurry to the bar of

your choice and bring
out yourbest By
discovering today's
great bght Bud Light

EVERYTHING
ELSEIS JUST
ALIGHT
» i« ..»

Anhauaar-Buach Campua Rap
WIN COBB
73S 47M
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MISCELLANEOUS
25* Personal«
W H A T ’S YOUR BEEF, ace?
FARGO: If we don’t get along, why do we
always get together?
The 6th girl on 2nd floor of the
Delt House, Monday
W ELCOME A L E X

____

GWEN: Hope you had a happy birthday!
L and L, ML
YOU LOOK BETTER to me when I ’m
drunk. I look better to you when you’re
drunk. I t ’s too bad we can't see eye-to-eye
when we’re sober.

IT ’S ABOUT T IM E the quarantine is lifted
on 202! Catch up on the party action. Be hap

py-

Max Ehrman
(I reaffirm the honor code.)

E L L E N C O ST AB ELL:
burrito?!?

Where

is

my

L ISA M A YER, M A RY SUING, DAW N
S W IB O LD AND E IL E E N S L IW IN SK I:
Get psyched for the 27th!! I ’m so happy for
you.
L and L, ML

Coming soon on
your radio dial...

THE BROTHERS OF THE FRATERNITY
of Phi Gamma Delta cordially invite you to
ARTISTS ONLY...a night on the town.
Semi-formal dress is requested and donations
will be appreciated at this evening of danc
ing, gaming, and fun. Saturday, October 6,
White doors, ten o’clock.
LTS: Welcome back, party animal. Let’s not
let the term go by without re-living some
good times.
BCP
H EY BARTENDER: How many inches in
how many seconds?
The Pizza Man
PHIL: Even Plato said, "Love—a grave men
tal disease.” I am in good company.
July 4th

W IL D W OM EN OF KO H LE R 4: (i.e. Kim,
Michelle, Erica, Leila, Amy, and Laura), the
T-wing people of Ormsby 3 (i.e. Anne, Tracy,
Kristi, Christine, Mary, Heather, Paula,
Cecilia, and another Michelle) await you. So
does your/their customer. Visit or I will tell
all.
Love,
LN
T R IX IE : I ’m so glad we got our sound back.
I say we celebrate tomorrow night with some
champagne, your treat!
Smurf
T.T.L.: Take heed lest passion sway thy
judgement to do aught, which else free will
would not admit.
Milton, Paradise Lost

Announcements

by Marg Dunagan

If you tried to tune in WLFM in the
past few weeks at its customary location
on the dial, 91.1 MHz, you found
nothing but static. Lawrence’s
10,500-Watt FM radio station has been
off the air since September 10 in order to
relocate the transmitter tower and make
various equipment repairs.
Director of Broadcasting Larry Page
recounted the recent trials and tribula
tions of the station’s transmitting
facilities. First, the tower had to be mov
ed to accommodate construction of the
new recreation center to a new
location behind Youngchild Hall.
Before the move, the antenna had to be
taken down from the tower to prevent
damage. As luck would have it, at mid
night on the eve of the antenna crew’s
scheduled arrival, a fateful bolt of
lightning knocked the station off the air
and caused some damage to the
transmitter, which is located in a sub
basement of Youngchild Hall. Also, the
antenna, which had been in place on the
tower for twenty years, proved upon ex
amination, to be in need of replacement
parts. According to Page, the antenna is
so old that some parts had to be remade,
and others are in short supply.
At presstime, the necessary parts

have not arrived. All the apparent
damage to the transmitter has been
repaired, but, as Page noted, it cannot be
tested until the antenna is connected.
The possibility of hidden damage to the
transmitter throws another wild card in
to the calculations; Page ventured that,
hopefully, the station will resume opera
tions sometime this week.
Aside from technical difficulties, other
signs are pointing to a very good year
for WLFM. Increased student interest
has enabled the management to add nine
new shows to the weekly schedule of
classical, jazz, and rock music program
ming: WLFM’s broadcast day will now
extend from 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 a.m. Mon
day through Friday, and from 11:30 a.m.
to 2:30 a.m. Saturday and Sunday. Disc
jockeys are instructed to watch their
mailboxes for notification of WLFM’s
return to the airwaves; also, a sign will
be posted outside the studio. Until such
time, the management requests that you
“Please Stand By”, and rest assured
that, soon, “The Voice of Lawrence
U niversity” will again resound
throughout the Fox Valley.

October 5 & 6
Weekend Film
Youngchild Hall
A Sense of Loss (Ireland, 1972) 7:00 p.m. &
9:30 p.m. Director: Marcel Ophuis. Probably
rated: PG 135 minutes, Bernadette Devlin,
Ian Paisly, an IR A Provisionald and a
British army commander are among those
who try to clarify the issues behind the tur
moil in Northern Ireland in this docudrama.
Writer/director Ophuis is primarily concern
ed with making politics understandable in
human terms. Hence, in A Sense of Loss,
Ireland’s civil warfare becomes the setting
for an intricate tapestry of very moving, per
sonal drama. As Pauline Kael noted in The
New Yorker, “We observe the living roots of
hatred, in family folklore, in the schools, on
the streets; how it has become part of the
souls of the people. We begin to feel how the
economic and political inequities are conceal
ed under layers of fear and prejudice, just as
they are in societies polarized by racial dif
ferences...A Sense of Loss is perhaps the first
film to demonstrate how the original crimes
against a people go on festering, blighting

the lives of those yet unborn.”
All typed copy, including articles, 25' per
sonals and announcements, must be turned
in to the Information Desk in the Union by
noon on the Tuesday before Friday’s publica
tion date in order to be included in that
week's Lawrentian. Your cooperation is ap
preciated.
Medical Symposium
Medical Humanities Symposium on Selec
tive Non-treatment Decision, jointly spon
sored by Lawrence University, Appleton
M edical Center and the W isconsin
H u m a n itie s C om m ittee: “ R espe cting
Autonomy in Medical Decision Making:
Strategies for the Partially Competent,”
Bruce Miller, professor of philosophy and
medical ethics, Michigan State University;
“Competence: Evaluation Techniques and
Empirical Finding,” Barbara Stanley, direc
tor of psychiatry, ethics and law program,
Lafayette Clinic, Detroit, Michigan; loca
tions, times, and third speaker to be an
nounced.

Watch for an exclusive preview of
WLFM’s exciting fall line-up in an up
coming issue of the Lawrentian.

Matriculation Convocation

Continued from page 1

that President Warch is an entertaining
speaker, figured the talk would “be the
same as last year”, and therefore figured
it was a waste of time. Other controver
sies came up, such as the religious con
notations conveyed in the service that
some people find offensive. Questions
were raised, that if the convocation is in
deed optional, why does the campus
close down (excluding S.G. Mudd) dur
ing the lecture time? Many students
skipped the convocation due to some of
these technical issues.
Those students who attended the con
vocation (most of which, surprisingly,
were upperclassmen) were glad they did.
Even if they had heard a pro-liberal arts
speech earlier in their career here, most
said they perceived it differently
because they are at a new stage in their
education. The Matriculation Convoca
tion definitely instills a sense of tradi
tion on this Appleton campus. Some at
tended because they felt they “should”

go; it is their duty to be intellectually
curious. Some enjoy the formal
ceremony; others simply relish hearing
President Warch speak.
An excellent way to increase atten
dance at covocations is through increas
ed student motivation. When students
are talking about the event and are ex
cited to go, their two friends will want to
go, and so on. Even if tradition is a ma
jor factor in the convocation series at
Lawrence University, we should try to
avoid the tradition of student apathy.
There are two more convocations this
term, eight more this year. Let’s all at
tempt to make the most of the extracur
ricular intellectual events on campus.
Let’s try and attain that priceless liberal
education. Perhaps then we can all live
happily, well, and responsibly.
Although the convocations do conflict
a bit with All My Children, at least they
never interfere with Packer games!!

PAT METHENY
GROUP
W E D N E S D A Y , OC TO B ER 1 7 , 19 8 4 • 8:00 P .M .
Lawrence Memorial Chapel
TICK ETS: Lawrence University Box Office
TICKET PRICES: $ 10 .0 0 students & senior citizens; $ 12 .0 0 adults

ALL SEATS RESERVED SEATING

When the Summer
Sun Fades

A film about Northern Ireland

T H E T A N N IN G H U T
Nine
Vt hr. sessions
$ 38.00

612 W. College Ave.
7 3 8 -0 9 0 9

A SENSE OF LOSS
Froe

Introductory

Offer

by Marcel Ophuls, who made ‘The Sorrow and the Pity’
£ ipcul'veProck* p< M .,» P a ie v *» A O n t V t e t Maipal Production A G n e m « 5 R «*M s e

WEEKEND FILM: S atu rd ay A S un d ay
7 00 P.M. and 9:30 P.M.

ADMISSION: $1.75

